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manifestodesign founded in 2006
 is a brand created by designers.

As the word itself says, “manifesto design” 
has the goal of becoming the representation

of a furnishing project interpretation 
that makes exclusive use of natural materials

 processed in the least invasive manner possible
 with the intent and will of concretely and tangibly

promote the culture of the project
 in respect of nature and man

 combining design and manufacturing processes.
The products created by Manifestodesign

 follow the harmony of nature and human being
to satisfy as much as possible those 

who wish to enjoy them as their “companions”.
These products are often interpretations of famous 

anonymous projects in the history of design
 or they are invented from scratch. 

The entire production is made in Italy, between
the Marche and the Romagna regions.

Manifestodesign is a division of Tonuccidesign

www.manifestodesign.it
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Pertika redesign Enrico Tonucci 

Redesign of a ladder which can be opened, made of 
solid wood. This is an ancient item and, originally, the 
design is anonymous. A similar piece has been found in 
a French library, dating at 1700s.
The wooden pole wants to symbolize the connection 
between heaven and earth,  in memory of the ancient 
rites around the sacred tree to celebrate major events 
of archaic agricultural civilization for the fertility of the 
earth and human beings. 
Made of solid wood, iroko or lime wood. 
When opened, it works as a ladder while closed, 
it is a contemplative item.
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Iris design Enrico Tonucci  

Iris means the resolution of a geometrical theorem 
because this coat rack has a complex shape recreating 
an architecture of perfect and geometrical joints.
Inspired by the Renassaince and the platonic solids 
redesigned by Fra Luca Pacioli from Urbino. 
Iris is all-wood black walnut or ash wood  fixed 
by metal joints.
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Gaudì design Enrico Tonucci 

Gaudi table is an homage to the great master. 
In each base, the pieces belong to the same tree so 
that grains and colors keep playing and giving an all 
artificial leafage. 
The bases made from solid rosewood or ash wood are 
composed of turned elements joined as a branch which 
can be placed freely and in desired quantity consistent 
with the effect wanted: linear (one base for each end), 
forest impression (more bases random placed, concen-
trating on one area) and the shape chosen for the top: 
round, oval, rectangular, or square.
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torre design Enrico Tonucci  / table in ashwood and black walnutTorre design Enrico Tonucci  

This is a trestle which differs from the archetype 
shape even if it maintains, actually enhances, its 
function because it is extensible in height and it takes 
less space under the table. Made of solid black walnut 
or ashwood. Two or more trestles can be used to get 
a table according to the width of the free standing top 
desired.
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Regista redesign Enrico Tonucci  

Redesign of a classic Regista chair.  Made from solid 
wood of ashwood, rosewood, black walnut or iroko. 
The seat and the  back can be made of natural full-grain 
leather, frosted leather, cowhide, fabric 100% cotton or 
any textile provided by the customer. The armrests are 
always in full-grain leather or frosted leather. Stainless 
steel linchpins; joints, uprights and pole of anticorodal 
polished aluminium. For external use (under loggias)
it is recommended anticorodal anodized aluminium 
finish.
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Regista in ashwood, polish alluminium and fabric Regista in ashwood, polish alluminium and fabric
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Regista in iroko wood, polish alluminium and leather Regista in black walnut wood wood, polish alluminium and leather





Andrea redesign Enrico Tonucci  

The stool redesigned and conceived to complete the 
line of Regista. The seat is suspended and can be made 
of natural full-grain leather, frosted leather, cowhide, 
fabric 100% cotton or any textile provided by the custo-
mer. The X structure, solid and light, is made of antico-
rodal polished aluminium whereas it is recommended 
anticorodal anodized aluminium finish for external use. 
Stainless steel joints and feet covered with leather rings  
hand-knitting. Andrea, closed in one gesture, can be set 
aside in small room for later use.
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Andrea + redesign Enrico Tonucci  

The northern seat redesigned and conceived to com-
plete the line of Regista. The trays are made of solid 
rosewood or ashwood. The X structure, solid and light, 
is made of anticorodal polished aluminium whereas it 
is recommended anticorodal anodized aluminium finish 
for external use. Stainless steel joints and feet covered 
with leather rings hand-knitting. Andrea, closed in one 
gesture, can be set aside in small room for later use.
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Branda  design Enrico Tonucci  

This project goes back  to the dawn of time and, 
probably, it was originally a travel bed. Made from solid  
black walnut and ashwood, the seat, suspended, can be 
in full-grain leather, rosted leather or fabric 100% cot-
ton. Branda can be folded and set aside in small room 
for later use.
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Branda  in black walnut wood and fabric 



Branda  in ashwood and leather 



Brandino  design Enrico Tonucci  

Redesign of a northern seat inspired by the Branda 
shape. Made of solid ashwood or walnut wood with 
leather support belts. Trays are in two different sizes 
which set out its height.
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Dino  anonymous design  

Dino is an homage to Dino Gavina who brought back 
this anonymous beautiful design to be produced, in 
1974. Seat made of solid wood, iroko or ashwood, and 
fabric or cowhide. The peculiarity of this chair is that it 
can be folded and put into its bag which is the backrest. 
Although the seat is small, it is really comfortable.
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Dino iroko wood and fabric on the right, ashwood and cowskin on the 



Numerouno  redesign  Enrico Tonucci

Redesigned of an extendable and folding chair by En-
rico Tonucci in 1971. This chair has ancient origins so 
that it has to be considered a great anonymous in the 
design history. The peculiarity of this deckchair is  the 
twofold use: it is a comfortable seat with feet on the 
ground or placed on footrest dedicated and, shifting 
the weight of the body, it can be find the best balance 
to lay down for extreme relaxation.
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Numerouno  redesign  Enrico Tonucci

Made of solid ashwood or iroko and fabric or leather. 
Screws and joints are in stainless steel.



Mao design Viola Tonucci 

It is a simple ottoman reminiscent the cat snout. Made 
from one piece of leather shoulder and folded as an 
origami, it can be in full-grain leather or in 
frosted leather. Mao gained  honourable mention at 
the Young&Design contest, Milan, in 2011.
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Mao in full leather or frosted leather 
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Bao design Viola Tonucci 

It is a basic ottoman made of leather shoulder and 
folded as an origami. Its shape, pleasing and nostalgic, 
reminiscent a night table or a television of the 50’s. 
Made of full-grain leather or frosted leather,  Bao beco-
mes more comfortable with its small, solid black wal-
nut, feet.
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Canestro design Enrico Tonucci

This objet is reminiscent of the ancient tradition of 
hand-woven baskets bringing back to a natural and 
romantic scenario: cornfields, women weaving. Cane-
stro is a table, a seat and even a case, made of all-wood 
black walnut or ash wood. Produced by numerical con-
trol technology and hand finished.
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Canestro in black walnut or in ashwood



Quac design Viola Tonucci 

It is a cart, light and essential, which is on the verge of 
its strength and balance possibility. The shape similar to 
a push scooter or a Child’s toy to carry. Made of all-wo-
od black walnut with handle covered with leather, the 
cart is composed of three parts; two shelves and one 
pole which are easy assemble so that Quac is shipped 
disassembled in a small package to optimize space 
and costs.
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Quac bar design Viola Tonucci 

The mini bar-cart shape recalls something enjoyable 
and magic because it can be opened in one gesture to 
disclose two compartments (one in mirror) for minibar 
or other uses. Handmade of all-wood black walnut, the 
handle and the external sides are decorated with lea-
ther.
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Quac bar in black walnut or ashwood and leather



Campo design Viola Tonucci 

It is a carpet, a special area for relaxing and playing. 
Inspired by the Tangram game, it is conceived originally 
to use different leather remnants and scraps. Made of 
two-colored, frosted leather, Campo is entirely hand-
knitting.
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campo in frosted leather
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Materials 

chocolate/cognac/black/cow     skin  49/taupe/black/white                                   

black walnut                                iroko                                               ashwood                                Wood                                   

Fabric                                   

Metal                                   

brown                                           green-gray                                     salt&pepper                               

inox                                               alu. polish or anodized                           
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